
Attention

It is only suitable for horizontal and vertical air vent types. It cannot 
support dense, circular or special-shaped air vents.

The suitability with car air vent

Specifications Product overview

The parameters above are derived from the laboratory of VICSEED. 
The actual parameters may differ from product to product or 
other factors. All images shown here are for reference only.

Product Name

Model

Applicable Places

Applicable Model

Product List
Car mount x1, 
Air vent clip x1, 
CD clamp x1, 
User manual x1

CTEZ11

Air vent / CD slot

Mobile phone width (60-100) mm 
and thickness 15mm.

Easy Clip Car Mount

Steps for clamp

1. Prevent the mount from falling off.

2. Please do not disassemble. 

3. Please install the car mount in a suitable place before starting 
     your journey. Do not operate and adjust the car mount while 
     driving.

4. Do not install the car mount in a position that interferes with 
     the operation of the airbag or hinders driving.

5. Keep the car mount away from children.

Method 2 – use with the air vent clip

1. Unscrew the fixed nut completely. Let the ball joint pass through 
     the fixed nut (the thread must face to the groove).

2. Push the ball joint firmly into the groove on the back of the car 
     mount, then tighten the fixed nut.

3. Twist the locking handle to adjust the opening of the clip    
to fit the air vent.

1. Press the quick release button and the clamps automatically 
    open. Then, put your phone into the holder and pull the adjustable 
    legs according to the size of your phone to ensure that your 
    phone is clamped securely.

2. Press the clamp arms towards each other. Then, press the 
    clamp arms with a little force again until you hear the “click”. 
    Your phone will be held securely.

4. Please insert the car mount into a proper position of the air vent. 
     Then tighten the locking handle to secure the car mount 

firmly. Adjust the position of the car mount to match your 
viewing angle.

Method 1- use with CD slot clamp

Assembly and installation steps

1. Unscrew the fixed nut completely. Then, let the ball joint pass 
    through the fixed nut (the thread must face towards the 

2. Push the ball joint into the groove hard until it fall into the 
    socket, then tighten the fixed nut.
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3. Insert the CD slot clamp into a proper position of the CD slot. 
    Let it go into the deepest position. 

4. Then, tighten the fixing screw  to secure the car mount and adjust 
     the angle of the car mount  to fit your view.
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